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Business Context
Randstad is a leading recruitment service provider In India, having 28 branches, over 60,000 contract employees, 
and having placed over 500,000 people over the past 23 years. The company was going through major changes due 
to increasing competition in the Indian market. 

Randstad was positioning itself to customers with a new model called Total Talent Architecture, whereby it would 
work along with customers at a strategic HR level to optimize their workforce and fulfil their talent needs 
holistically. It was moving away from the high volume, low margin, general staffing business of hiring frontline 
executives, towards the higher margin, professional staffing business of hiring people with specialized skillsets. It 
was also getting into the business of end-to-end recruitment process outsourcing. 

The company moved from having separate sales and recruitment teams, to having the same person getting the 
customer mandate and searching for candidates. Managers were now looking not only at the final sales numbers, 
but also at effort and productivity across various stages in the sales pipeline. They also started having P&L 
responsibility.

CEO Dr. Moorthy Uppaluri, Head HR Soma Pandey, Head L&D Nishma Kapoor and Manager HR Sneha Joshi  
wanted to align their middle managers to the new business outlook. They partnered with enParadigm to identify 
specific gaps, and orchestrate a business intervention to drive this alignment.
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Managers needed to understand the overall business as a whole, and have clarity 
on the strategic direction of the company

They needed to understand the sales, delivery and support functions better, 
and build both sales and delivery skills in their team members

They needed to understand various financial metrics such as gross profit, 
contribution, gross profit / full time employee, and also the impact of their actions 
on the organization P&L

They needed to retain and nurture existing customers for repeat business

Challenges Identified
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Intervention Objectives

Develop Strategic Thinking
Provide tools and framework to plan strategically for achieving goals

Build Financial Acumen
Introduce participants to all the financial parameters and show effect of 
various decisions on them 

Drive Cross Functional Decision Making
Provide an understanding of how decisions taken in one function role  
impact others and influences the entire business results

Provide Holistic View of Business
Help participants have a 360 degree understanding of how a business runs



How We Planned and Executed The Intervention
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6 Month Intervention
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Simulation Experience
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Each team of 3-4 
participants take 

decisions for a virtual 
business

Dynamic 
Environment

 Mutually decide each team 
member’s functional role

 Formulate a business plan

 Take cross functional decisions

 Discuss functional conflicts

 Analyze results every quarter

Team Dynamics 
Tools and 

Frameworks

Competition 
Decisions

Debrief with 
Facilitator

Concept 
Sessions

Learning 
Inputs

 Strategy Diamond 

 Customer Centricity

 Value Equivalence Model

 Financial Statement Analysis

 Competition Analysis

Customer    
Decisions

Sharp Business Insights

Takeaway:

Time-Bound Action Plan

No. of Participants : 19

Middle Management

P&L complexities
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Post Six Months Intervention Impact
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*Based on our impact analysis conversations with 13 out of the 19 participants

11/13 participants improved

Planning and Decision Making
6/13 participants developed

Financial Acumen

6/13 participants enhanced

Cross Functional Sensitivity
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Planning & Decision 
Making
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His take on strategy has improved. He is able to think through 
the strategy for his region gain good market information and 

proceed accordingly

the amount of planning and decision making that goes into 
every activity has have a well defined process and we plan, 
calculate activities required to meet our financial goals and 

accordingly apply strategies

“ The amount of planning and decision making that goes into every activity has 
improved. We now have a well defined process and we plan, calculate activities 
required to meet our financial goals; and accordingly apply strategy.

His take on strategy has improved. He is able to formulate strategy for his region, 
gain good market information and use it effectively.

Yogesh Saigal
Selection Centre Head, Delhi 

Uma Srinivasan (Yogesh’s Reporting Manager)
Regional Director- West

“



His take on strategy has improved. He is able to think through 
the strategy for his region gain good market information and 

proceed accordingly

the amount of planning and decision making that goes into 
every activity have a well defined process and we plan, calsculate 

activities required o meet our financial goals and accordingly 
apply strategies

“

“
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I am now focussing on a new initiative which aims at providing HR services to 
hospitals. I am practically applying the learning about strategic decision making and 
course-correcting the existing strategy due to certain market challenges.

Liju Varghese 
Technology Staffing- Business Head 

Prashant Kumar Singh 
Healthcare Speciality Staffing- Business Manager 

We understood the structure of the market better to make better strategies. As a 
subset of this, we are effectively involved in forming a Randstad recruitment 
center which will make it easy for us to hire people with the desired skillsets.
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His take on strategy has improved. He is able to think through 
the strategy for his region gain good market information and 

proceed accordingly

the amount of planning and decision making that goes into 
every activity have a well defined process and we plan, calculate 

activities required o meet our financial goals and accordingly 
apply strategies

“

“
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I can see Dhritiman being more sensitive and tactful in dealing with multiple 
stakeholders . His cross functional interaction has improved drastically. He has to 
deal with different functions and stakeholders where the entire chain is quite 
complex but he is doing a good job at it.

We have a key accounts team and the decisions we make are always as a team. 
We now realize that  without understanding the perspective of the stakeholders we 
will not be able to make better decisions.

Dhritiman Sengupta
Business Development- East 

Sanjay Shetty (Dhritiman’s Reporting Manager)
Head- Sales Organization 

Cross Functional 
Sensitivity



His take on strategy has improved. He is able to think through 
the strategy for his region gain good market information and 

proceed accordingly

the amount of planning and decision making that goes into 
every activity have a well defined process and we plan, calculate 

activities required o meet our financial goals and accordingly 
apply strategies

“

“
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Productivity and efficiency of my team has been consistent over the past four months 
They have clarity in terms of what to focus on. Currently its two verticals- ICT and CPE. 
They also focus on the level of progress and specific kind of skills required

Anupama Rathore
Selection- Centre Head, Gujarat 

Uma Srinivasan (Anupama’s Reporting Manager)
Regional Director- West

She was able to allocate resources effectively and recast some of them. She was 
able to make difficult decisions effectively. In Q4 profitability and productivity have 
increased drastically. Quality of assignments and the associated value has also 
improved.

Financial Acumen
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We partner with businesses to bridge performance gaps within the leadership team or below. 

Using  R-E-I as a methodology and customized simulations as tools, we help you drive valuable 

and actionable insights, and enable your team to create measurable impact.
enParadigmTM

How GMR Energy used 
business acumen to

drive strategic thinking 
and long-term 

financial planning 
among plant heads

How Asian Paints 
developed their

high-potentials for 
leadership roles

How Dow Chemicals 
India Prepared Its 

Managers To Move 
Away From A Products 
To A Solutions Mindset

Companies like yours
Discover more companies like yours, who have succeeded with enParadigm. We have helped these 

firms change mind-sets, develop critical competencies, and drive tangible business results.


